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 Abstract: The article is presenting a consideration of the photogrammetry technology in the 
field of architectural usage. The technology overview is describing a basic knowledge to support 
the professionals. The processes, rules and best practices are examined through case studies, 
which introduce a dwelling house, an old precast concrete hall and a landscape surveying to cover 
most of the architectural usage. The purpose of the research is to give guidance for technical 
possibilities and assists in the development of the methodologies. The main part of the article is 
focusing on unmanned aerial vehicles as these tools provide many useful features. 
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1. Introduction 

 The development of the photo resolution and the ease of using the cameras induced 
to utilize the images for surveying and as a reference data for the 3D modeling process. 
The status of information technology allows making a lot of calculations very fast with 
computer-supported methods. The general workflow of the photogrammetry is to detect 
the same points or pixels on the pictures. The different positions of the captured images 
can be calculated by software or by the surveying tools to determine the three-
dimensional coordinates of the points. The new technology can be cheaper than 
Terrestrial Laser Scanning (TLS) [1] or Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS) [2], which 
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means a big potential on the market. The technology was first used for landscape 
surveying where a lot of scientific and practical research is available [3]-[8]. Nowadays 
the architectural usage is becoming a more focused area, but the methodology is not 
clarified well. This is why the research is relevant to give an overview for the 
professionals. 
 Definition: the photogrammetry is a technology and science, which is extracting the 
three-dimensional geometrical information about and object or scene from images and 
range data [9]. It clearly determines how the technology is working but the processes 
need a more detailed explanation. 

2. Methodology and process overview 

 The traditional surveying methods are useful in the field of architectural measuring 
but the professionals are looking for new digitalized and more effective methods. One 
of these can be the photogrammetry where the final results are point cloud, mesh-, tiled 
model or any different kind of views (e.g. orthophoto).  
 The technology needs only basic devices like a hand-held camera (a phone can be 
used also) or an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) with a high-resolution camera. The 
methodology is very simple; the surveying person has to take pictures of the object or 
the building from different standing positions. After gathering the information, the 
images can be imported into specific photogrammetry software, which will calculate the 
spatial (X,Y,Z) coordinates of the points. 
 In this study, the software calculation processes [10]-[12] are not explained, because 
the purpose was to give an overview and guidance for the architects about the 
photogrammetric survey process in general. Fig. 1 represents the general theoretical 
process visualization. After the Photo 1 and Photo 2 are taken, then if the positions of 
the pictures are correct, the same detected point’s coordinates can be calculated by the 
software. 2 lines intersections are defining the positions of P1 and P2, which have 
spatial coordinates; in general more pictures are used to have more accurate results. The 
process is usually called photo alignment (detection method) and spare point cloud 
generation (calculation method) in the software. 

 

Fig. 1. General theoretical figure about the software calculation methodology  
(Source: Olivér Rák) 
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2.1. Photo capturing rules 

 This chapter is providing information and guidance for the data capturing processes. 
It is explaining general information about the rules, which are necessary to know before 
starting a photogrammetry survey. 
 In the written user manuals [13], [14] of the different platforms are determined that 
the recommended image capturing position depends on the shape of the space or the 
form of the measured elements. In general, the perpendicular position to the surface will 
give the best results during the calculation process. If an object (e.g. statue) will be 
surveyed, then the photos should be taken all around in different height. A wide range 
of lens can be used (e.g. normal, fish eye lens) but this information has to be added into 
the software settings. 
 The Global Positioning System (GPS) information can be added to the images (as 
Geo-tag) during the capturing process but the possibilities are depending on the device 
features. The software algorithms can give better results according to the saved 3D 
spatial position of the picture but it is not necessary to have. Some tools are capable of 
capturing the position of the device and the camera angle also. External or built-in GPS 
tracker can be used also. 
 Because of the tie point detection methods, the captured images need to have 
overlapping areas. 60-80% is suggested by most of the user manuals. If this value is less 
than 60%, the calculation process can fail because the software will not find relevant 
points. The overlapping can be managed in a manual or an automatic way at the survey. 
 The use of UAV has a lot of advantages. The photo shooting method can be 
automated, which makes it possible to have exact (application calculated) overlapping 
between images. Much human work is not needed during the surveying process, 
because only the rules need to be specified. In the case of normal (hand-held) cameras, 
it can be a problem to reach the higher parts of the buildings. As it was discussed in 
point 2.1., the perpendicular position is the best for the surveying but from the ground, it 
is impossible to perform, in this situation a UAV can offer the solution. The device can 
fly up to the covered parts and take pictures from the ‘best’ position. The UAVs usually 
have GPS positioning system, which is capturing the geo-tag during the measuring 
process.  
 The landscape survey case study is introducing an automatic flight possibility. 
Resolution of the captured images has a huge effect on the results also. It is evident; if 
the picture is built up from more pixels/cm then more reference points are available for 
the detection. The accuracy and the dense of the point clouds are mainly influenced by 
the software settings and photo resolution. 

2.2. Processes before or after the on-site works 

 The surveying should start with the planning of the methods and flight routes. The 
data storage is also a crucial issue. The post-production is necessary to be managed in 
the correct way after the surveying process. 
 The survey plan should be described first because the data needs to be captured in a 
structured system to have good final results. Planning the flight route and the required 
time is necessary before the start of the process, as in general, the capacity of the 
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batteries makes it possible to fly about 30 minutes with one charge. The measured size 
of the surface or the object has an effect on the planned route and the reference target 
positions. The targets can be placed before the photos are taken and can be used as 
reference points during the survey. The printed targets are coded to be usable and 
automatically detectable by the software [15]. 
 Safety planning is also a crucial part of the UAV flying. The UAVs are objects in 
the air, which are operating with precision software, but it can have errors in a reason of 
weather, sensor problems, etc. During the flight, the safety regulation is the main thing 
to be carried out. 
 The flight regulation in Hungary is very difficult, it is under development. 
Nowadays before flying liability insurance, flight permission, a safety survey, air 
navigation service permission is needed to have. All the rules are clearly defined on the 
website of Legter.hu [16]. 
 The After Process (AP) has a huge effect on the final results. Those are the captured 
data software processing solutions and finding the correct settings to reach the expected 
spatial data accuracy. Nevertheless, as it was mentioned in point 2, this field of 
surveying is not in focus of the research. 

3. Case studies 

 During the case studies a DJI Phantom 4 UAV and Apple Ipad 6 controller devices 
were used. (Specifications are described as references: [17], [18].) The used applications 
were different but those are mentioned in the following chapters. 

3.1. Family house facade surveying 

 Application: DJI GO 4, Surveying tool: DJI Phantom 4, AP software: Agisoft 
PhotoScan. 
 The building location is a small town in Hungary. The environment is clear but a 
busy road is next to it. This is the reason why only half of the building was measured 
because flying above the street is dangerous. The accuracy of the survey was near to 
perfect, it was verified by traditional survey tools. The texture of the facade helps to 
detect reference points for the software calculation. Fig. 2 represents the surveyed 
building shape in a point cloud format. During the research 89 pictures were taken in 15 
minutes and the AP time was 2.5 hours. 

3.2. Row house facade surveying 

 Application: DJI GO 4, Surveying tool: DJI Phantom 4, AP software: Agisoft 
PhotoScan. 
 The building environment is very crowded. Near to the facade, there is a tree, which 
makes the process difficult. In this case, the sensors were unable to use because all the 
obstacles were too close and the UAV could not move forward. The first step was to 
change the settings in the application and switch off the sensors. The measuring process 
took only 10 minutes. There was another idea tested to record a video and export the 
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pictures from it. The difference between these two methodologies is that from the video 
30 frames per second can be exported compared to the photo shooting, which is 
maximum one picture in every 2 seconds. The video exported pictures have no GPS 
data and some of those are unusable, which comes from the missing focus issue. As it is 
shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 the difference is not significant in the results so all the 
techniques can be used depending on which is easier and faster to make. It has to be 
stated in case of video recording, the camera and the UAV have to move slowly to have 
better focus. 

 

Fig. 2. Generated point cloud by Agisoft PhotoScan (Source: Olivér Rák) 

3.3. Old market hall interior and exterior surveying 

 Application: DJI GO 4, Surveying tool: DJI Phantom 4, AP software: 3DF Zephyr. 
 This was the first flight with the UAV interior because it needs to have confident 
practice in the controlling. The space was limited, filled with obstacles, missing GPS 
sign, application warnings, lack of light and dust in the area. The same rules have been 
used as it was mentioned in point 2.1. As it is shown in Fig. 5 the walls were painted by 
graffiti artists, which helped during the AP because the software found a lot of reference 
points on the pictures. 

 

Fig. 3. Point cloud detail of the surveyed roof from images with geo-tag (Source: Olivér Rák) 
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Fig. 4. Point cloud detail of the surveyed roof from video exported images (Source: Olivér Rák) 

 

Fig. 5. Interior flight with UAV to survey the face of the walls (Source: Olivér Rák) 

 At the exterior, the size of the building means issues because it needs to have more batteries 
to survey the whole facade. It was a research project so the decision was made to measure only 

the 1/3 part of the ~220 m length prefabricated concrete building. The process takes 3 hours at the 
interior and exterior side. There were 725 pictures taken and more than 10 million points were 

generated from those. Fig. 6 represents the point cloud with the UAV camera positions in the 3D. 

3.4. Landscape surveying 

 Application: Litchi for DJI Drones, Surveying tool: DJI Phantom 4, AP software: 
Agisoft PhotoScan. 
 The research idea comes from a need of the University of Pécs to have exact terrain 
model for the building design course exercise. The landscape was huge with existing 
industrial buildings and vegetation. The same UAV was used for this research also, to 
get comparable results. The Litchi application was tested, which has a route planning 
feature. It was important to have a precise overlap between the images and with this, the 
planning process was easy to make. For that, only the flight altitude (100 m) and the 
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area need to be defined on a map. The application calculated the position where the 
photo would be taken to have the 80% of overlap, as it is shown in Fig. 7. 

 

Fig. 6. The exterior photogrammetry surveying with saved camera positions (Source: Olivér Rák) 

 

Fig. 7. Screenshot of the planned and completed flight by Litchi (Source: Olivér Rák) 

 The point cloud needs to be cleaned to get the shape of the ground. It was made a 
semi-automatic way with CloudCompare, which uses a filtering method for ‘ground 
detection’ [19]. Fig. 8 represents the cleaned terrain, where the vegetation height was 
decreased to define the ground level. 
 The purpose was to have a terrain model, which can be used in Graphisoft Archicad 
21. For that, a lot of optimization was required to reach the usable form. As it is shown 
in Fig. 9 two different levels of detailed mesh is produced, which were created in 
PhotoScan and imported into the modeler software. 
 During the designing process, it can be used as a combined surface with point cloud 
and imported mesh. In this case, the strength of the software and computer has to be 
taken into account because the modeler software is not optimized well for managing 
more than a million points and a million polygons.  
 Table I represents the surveying methods in numbers. There are significant 
differences but those are coming from different software settings. For instance, the 
generated point’s number is much higher in the case of the family house than the 
landscape. It is coming from different fields of measuring and dense cloud optimization 
properties. In the case of the landscape, the high detailed surveying was not a 
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requirement because only the terrain levels were important to determine, nevertheless, 
at the family house, the small building elements should be captured also. 

 

Fig. 8. Generated point cloud of the surveyed terrain (Source: Olivér Rák) 

 

Fig. 9. The high and the low detailed mesh model (Source: Olivér Rák) 

Table I 

Summarized information and data quantity of the case studies 

Family house Row house  Old market hall  Landscape 
Number of pictures 89 pcs 35 (video: 61) pcs 725 pcs 823 pcs 
Surveying time 15 min. 10 min. 3 hours 4 hours 
Generated points 48 491 830 10 039 465 10 467 782 30 071 415 

4. Conclusion 

 As a conclusion of this research it needs to be stated that the photogrammetry 
technology can be used in the field of architectural survey. The technology is developed 
enough for the exterior surveying but has some difficulties in the case of interior spaces, 
which comes from the light circumstances. Increasing the number of captured images 
can improve the efficiency and the accuracy of building surveying, but the software 
calculation time will increase also. There are differences in the software platforms and 
applications as well; however, testing these was not in the scope of the research. The 
accuracy of the result is depending on the image resolution and overlapping, software 
algorithms, lights, reference points and captured extra data (GPS, lens, etc…) related the 
photos.  
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 The technology does not need a high experience of the surveying only have to know 
the rules which are mentioned in point 2.1. If special cases or more accurate results are 
the requirements, a specialist is necessary to involve in the project because of the 
countless options during the photo shooting and the AP too. This paper presents a few 
case studies, which are representing the different fields of architectural usage. All of 
those can be managed by this technique, but for the good results, a UAV is needed to 
have because some of the details cannot be reached by the hand-held camera an account 
of photographer position.  
 After the surveying process if the requirement is to build a 3D model of the existing 
phase the software performance needs to be tested. Most of those have problems to 
manage point clouds but the continuous IT developments will solve the issues. 
 In the future research scope, a more detailed and specified technical report will be 
developed because this knowledge is essential for professionals to be able to use this 
modern technology to improve their knowledge and company efficiency. 
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